The genetic basis of virulence in Mycobacterium tuberculosis has been investigated through genome comparisons of its virulent (H37Rv) and attenuated (H37Ra) sister strains. Such analysis, however, relies heavily on the accuracy of the sequences. While the H37Rv reference genome has had several corrections to date, that of H37Ra is unmodified since its original publication. Here, we report the assembly and finishing of the H37Ra genome from single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequencing. Our assembly reveals that the number of H37Ra-specific variants is less than half of what the Sanger-based H37Ra reference sequence indicates, undermining and, in some cases, invalidating the conclusions of several studies. PE PPE family genes, which are intractable to commonly-used sequencing platforms because of their repetitive and GC-rich nature, are overrepresented in the set of genes in which all reported H37Ra-specific variants are contradicted. We discuss how our results change the picture of virulence attenuation and the power of SMRT sequencing for producing high-quality reference genomes.
and deletions in our assembly with respect to H37RaJH (Supplementary Data H37Ra [20, 21] . Our assembly contradicts both reported SNPs in pks12 (polyke-155 tide synthase 12) of H37RaJH. This means that some factor other than disrup-156 tion of pks12 causes the observed lowered PDIM production in H37Ra. Thus, from altered expression of other genes under its regulon [5, 18, 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Howfor virulence attenuation in H37Ra, but rather that the genomic cause behind 175 virulence attenuation in H37Ra is multifactorial. 176 The second gene, mazG, has a nsSNP (A219E) in a region coding for a highly 177 conserved alpha-helix residue in its protein product, a nucleoside triphosphate 178 (NTP) pyrophosphohydrolase [5] . MazG exhibits diminished hydrolysis activity 179 in H37Ra relative to both MazG in H37Rv and MazG of the fast-growing M. 180 smegmatis. Wild-type MazG hydrolyzes all NTPs, including those that are mu-181 tagenic and appear more frequently with oxidative stress (Figure 2b) , which is 182 experienced by the bacterium inside activated macrophages [31] . This decreased 183 ability to hydrolyze mutagenic NTPs contributes to virulence attenuation in 184 H37Ra [32] . 185 In the third gene, hadC, there is a frameshift-inducing 1-bp insertion, which 186 creates a premature stop codon and results in truncation of HadC. hadC is a 187 member of the essential hadA-hadB-hadC gene cluster, which forms two hy- (Table 1) . Our assembly contradicts all variants in the 224 majority of these, leaving three which we supported in full.
225
Though none of these genes have an implicated role in virulence in the literature, The precise roles of PE PPE family members have yet to be elucidated in full. mechanisms not yet identified. Thus, with the greater accuracy of our assem-309 bly, wet-lab studies can focus on the true differences between the H37Ra and 310 H37Rv, and computational studies will be in greater concordance with reality, 311 yielding more useful results.
312
The advantages of single-molecule sequencing are readily apparent in our re-313 sults. The random error profile of this technology allows for consensus accuracy 314 to increase as a function of sequencing depth [10] . Performing the assembly 315 with a doubled sequencing depth resulted in an identical sequence, indicating 316 that we were able to maximize the sequence's accuracy with a single sequencing 317 run. The long reads produced by this technology allowed us to easily and un-318 ambiguously capture known structural variants in H37Ra, as well as two novel 319 to the strain. We were also able to fully resolve the GC-rich and repetitive 320 PE PPE genes, sequences which compound the weaknesses of most sequencing 321 technologies. As a result, our assembly demonstrates that H37Ra is significantly 322 more similar to H37Rv than indicated by H37Ra's Sanger-based reference se-323 quence, with contradicted variants overrepresented in the difficult sequences of the PE PPE genes. While in vitro evolution may underlie some of the differences 325 between our assembly and H37RaJH, we believe that most of the contradicted 326 variants (Table 1a ) reflect sequencing errors in H37RaJH due to the disparity 327 in sequencing quality. Regardless, the contradicted variants should not be con-328 sidered as characteristic of H37Ra or its attenuated virulence. These sites were 329 concordant with H37Rv and we did not find additional polymorphic PE PPE 330 genes with respect to H37Rv (Table 2) , indicating a disparity in sequencing 331 accuracy even among the Sanger-based references. On the other hand, the fact 332 that we have not resequenced H37Rv and CDC1551 is a limitation of our study, 333 where we have relied on their Sanger-based reference sequences for determining 334 H37Ra-specific variants. We believe that the impact of the latter is minimal 335 and that the former is the dominant factor, considering the level of concordance 336 with H37Rv and CDC1551 in the instances where our sequence disagreed with 337 H37RaJH.
338
Studies that have relied on the accuracy of PE PPE sequences in the H37Ra ref-339 erence sequence were the most severely impacted by our study. We consequently 340 advise caution when analyzing GC-rich and repetitive sequences among refer-341 ence genomes, not to mention draft genomes. As de novo assembly can be rou-342 tinely performed for microbes using single-molecule sequencing, we strongly rec-343 ommend this for mycobacteria, especially because of their PE PPE genes.
The authors declare that they have no competing interests. Considering the profile of H37Ra-specific variants (those with respect to H37Rv not also appearing in CDC1551), a given gene (blue arrow) is categorized as "supported", "contradicted", or "adjusted" by our H37Ra assembly as a result of comparison with the hitherto reference sequence NC 009525.1. The illustration shows examples of the different variant profiles a gene could have and their resulting classifications. Genes in the "supported" and "contradicted" categories are strictly those where our assembly either fully matches the H37Ra reference (supported) or the H37Rv reference (contradicted). Multiple factors may cause a gene to be classified as "adjusted". Such genes may have variant profiles not fully meeting the criteria of "supported" or "contradicted", or they may have novel H37Ra-specific variants observed only in our assembly. Our assembly contradicts many variants previously thought to be H37Ra-specific, reducing the number of genes that may contribute to H37Ras virulence attenuation. Several of these genes have been reassigned function since the first published assembly of the H37Ra genome [5] , which is reflected in the figure. Blue stars indicate that the H37Ra-specific variant(s) in that gene has been shown to confer a phenotypic change in H37Ra relative to H37Rv in wetlab studies. For these genes, the mechanisms affected by the H37Ra-specific variant are illustrated in detail (see Figure 3 for hadC and phoP ). For other genes, their general function is described or briefly illustrated. a) The set of genes identified to carry H37Ra-specific polymorphisms in the original H37Ra genome publication [5] and their contribution to phenotype as understood at that time. 57 genes are affected, the majority of which were PE PPE genes or were of unknown function. b) The set of genes with H37Ra-specific variants confirmed by our assembly is reduced markedly, particularly in PE PPE genes, highlighting the strength of single-molecule sequencing in resolving GC-rich and repetitive stretches of DNA. Genes with functions not yet characterized were also reduced significantly. Though in a few instances this was because these genes function was characterized between 2008 and now (indicated by an asterisk), most were due to our assembly showing that they matched that of H37Rv and, therefore, are not H37Ra-specific. Figure 3 : Cell Wall Differences in H37Ra and H37Rv A) State of knowledge following publication of H37RaJH. At this time it was known that the SNP in the DNA-binding site of phoP abrogated synthesis of sulfolipids (yellow) and acyltrehaloses (purple and red) of the mycomembrane outer leaflet, while two SNPs in pks12, both of which were refuted in our assembly, were thought to cause the observed lack of phthiocerol dimycocerosates (blue) in H37Ra. B) Current state of knowledge. Advances were made in understanding the inner leaflet. A single nucleotide, frameshift deletion in the now annotated hadC gene was shown by Slama and colleagues [33] to alter the mycolic acid profile in three distinct ways: i. Lower proportion of oxygenated mycolic acids (K-MA and Me-MA; green and blue carbon skeletons, respectively) to α-MAs (orange carbon skeleton). There are seven Me-MAs depicted in H37Rv compared to three in H37Ra, reflecting the proportions reported by Slama and colleagues [33] . ii. Extra degree of unsaturation (red circles) in H37Ra mycolic acids due to truncation of the HadC protein in H37Ra. iii. Shorter chain lengths of mycolic acids in H37Ra. Note that Me-MAs have larger loops in H37Rv than in H37Ra, and that the height of the α-MAs is shorter in H37Ra than H37Rv. Carbon chain lengths are based on results reported by Slama and colleagues. The folding geometry of the mycolic acids is depicted in panel B, as described by Groenewald and colleagues [50] , and inspired by the illustration style of Minnikin and colleagues [51] .
